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A little bit about me:

Active Ham radio 
Operator WA6RSV since 

1976

I work all bands, all 
modes including, CW, FT-

8,Q65 ,WSPR 24/7
Working towards getting 
EME operations active

Active Citizen/Scientist 
Astronomer member of 
AAVSO,AAS,SARA and 
NASA TESS Follow up 

group 1. NASA Exoplanet 
Watch, MPC U76

Own and operate private 
research level backyard 

observatory
Retired Airline Pilot



Briefly what’s Radio 
Astronomy?

 1) Radio astronomy is a subfield of astronomy that studies 
celestial objects at radio frequencies.

 2) The first detection of radio waves from an astronomical object 
was in 1932, when Karl Jansky at Bell Telephone Laboratories 
observed radiation coming from the Milky Way.

 3) Grote Reber W9GFZ (SK) (December 22, 1911 – December 
20, 2002) was an American pioneer of radio astronomy, which 
combined his interests in amateur radio and amateur astronomy. 
He was instrumental in investigating and extending Karl Jansky's 
pioneering work and conducted the first sky survey in the radio 
frequencies. His 1937 radio antenna was the second ever to be 
used for astronomical purposes and the first parabolic reflecting 
antenna to be used as a radio telescope. For nearly a decade he 
was the world's only radio astronomer.



A Brief History of Radio 
Astronomy in UK

 The development of radar during the Second World War had two consequences for radio 
astronomy. Firstly, sources of radio interference which might confuse radar location had 
to be identified. Hey and his colleagues continued to improve the sensitivities of the 
receivers and discovered that the background radio emission from the Galaxy itself 
limited the sensitivity of the telescope system. At the end of hostilities, Hey and his 
colleagues began mapping the sky at 5m wavelength and in 1946 they discovered the 
first discrete source of radio emission, which lay in the constellation of Cygnus - the 
source became known as Cygnus A.

 At Cambridge University, where ionospheric research had taken place during World War 
II, J.A. Ratcliffe along with other members of the Telecommunications Research 
Establishment that had carried out wartime research into radar, created a radio physics 
group at the university where radio wave emissions from the Sun were observed and 
studied. This early research soon branched out into the observation of other celestial 
radio sources and interferometry techniques were pioneered to isolate the angular 
source of the detected emissions. Martin Ryle and Antony Hewish at the Cavendish 
Astrophysics Group developed the technique of Earth-rotation aperture synthesis. The 
radio astronomy group in Cambridge went on to found the Mullard Radio Astronomy 
Observatory near Cambridge in the 1950s. During the late 1960s and early 1970s, as 
computers (such as the Titan) became capable of handling the computationally 
intensive Fourier transform inversions required, they used aperture synthesis to create a 
'One-Mile' and later a '5 km' effective aperture using the One-Mile and Ryle telescopes, 
respectively. They used the Cambridge Interferometer to map the radio sky, producing 
the Second (2C) and Third (3C) Cambridge Catalogues of Radio Sources

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambridge_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J.A._Ratcliffe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_Research_Establishment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Ryle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antony_Hewish
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cavendish_Astrophysics_Group
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aperture_synthesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mullard_Radio_Astronomy_Observatory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Titan_(1963_computer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourier_transform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambridge_Interferometer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Cambridge_Catalogue_of_Radio_Sources
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_Cambridge_Catalogue_of_Radio_Sources


Just one more piece of theory then I’ll get 
on with it, I promise!!

 If you don't know what the hydrogen line is, Here’s a brief 
explanation. Hydrogen atoms randomly emit photons at 
a wavelength of 21cm (1420.4058 MHz). Normally a single 
hydrogen atom will only very rarely emit a photon, but 
the galaxy and even empty space is filled with many 
hydrogen atoms, so the average effect is an observable 
RF power spike at ~1420.4058 MHz. By pointing a radio 
telescope at the night sky and averaging the RF power 
over time, a power spike indicating the hydrogen line 
can be observed in a frequency spectrum plot. This can 
be used for some interesting experiments, for example 
you could measure the size and shape of our galaxy. 
Thicker areas of the galaxy will have more hydrogen and 
thus a larger spike, whereas the spike will be significantly 
smaller when pointing at empty space. You can also 
measure the rotational speed of our galaxy by noting the 
frequency doppler shift..

Neutral Hydrogen (l=21 cm), radio map of the Milky 
Way. From Dickey and Lockman 1990.



Enough intros and 
theory show me 
what this $300 system 
do for me!
If a picture is worth a 
thousand words, 
then a video?..



Basic Scope in 
a Box
 Based on the RTL-SDR CHEAP AND 

EASY HYDROGEN LINE RADIO 
ASTRONOMY WITH AN RTL-SDR, WIFI 
PARABOLIC GRID DISH, LNA AND 
SDRSHARP ARTICLE

OFF THE SHELF 2.4GHZ DISH

OFF THE SHELF SDR-RTL (BIAS T)

OFF THE SHELF LNA (WITH 50 OHM)



OK, to build this what do I need to buy and where are the plans??
OK, to build this what do I need to buy and where are the plans??



Software for basic “Scope in a 
Box”

1) Stellarium (free) is a free and open-source planetarium, 
licensed under the terms of the GNU General

2) SDR Sharp  (free) In order to detect the hydrogen line we 
need to use software capable of integrating/averaging many 
FFT samples over time. Averaging the samples reduces the 
SDRs quantization noise, allowing the weak hydrogen line 
peak to be seen. Because the galaxy is moving fairly slowly 
in the sky, we can safely average for 5-10 minutes at a time.

3) Chronolapse (free) for recording the event

4)Radio Eyes (OPTIONAL AND NOT FREE). The Best!

Radio Eyes is not just a typical sky viewer that has 
mappings for radio objects. It is a tool to help you plan

and execute your radio observations.

 correction technique (50 ohm load or simply 
correct background with no Hydrogen signal)



IMPROVEMENTS TO 
THE SCOPE IN A BOX

 Mesh (1/4 inch)

 Second LNA (Wideband)

 Radio Eyes software

 Elevation Actuator



Results that can be 
expected with the 
Scope in a Box
 Galactic H1 Line detection.
 Visual display
 Movie of results
 Raw Data collection
 Audio Collection



Computer strategies

 Types of computers
 No WiFI
 Improving Shielding
 USB Switch for LNA 50 ohm built in switch



A Larger Dish?

 Where to get 
cheap/free Dishes 
Offerup,Craigslist,Fre
ecycle, Nextdoor

 Building a feedhorn
 Soldering for the first 

time



An Inexpensive, Sturdy Alt/Az 
mount
 The front wheel axle
 The Universal Bench 

grinder stand
 Fence Posts
 Black steels pipes
 Ubolts, floor flange 

and steel nipples



The Mount assembly and Elevation 
motor
 The Linear 

Actuator
 Elevation simple 

remote control
 Quikrette and 

Electric auger



The mount assembly and the 
Azimuth motor
 The sprockets
 The motor
 The chain



Mount Computer 
Control and remote 
position feedback

 Simple Motor controllers
 Witmotion Sensor with cable

 Live demonstration of Radio 
Telescope Operation



Possible Science applications IF 
Average

 Spectra: A spectrum is simply a chart or a graph that shows 
the intensity of light being emitted over a range of energies. ... 
Spectra can be produced for any energy of light, from low-
energy radio waves to very high-energy gamma rays.

The sdrRA set of programs reveal 
information in the radio spectrum 
data files created by
the popular SDR# Software Defined 
Radio program and an "IF Average 
Plugin",  SARA member Ted Cline 
N0RQV



Society of amateur Radio Astronomers 
(SARA)



Q&A
Thank you for watching!
Thank you Paul Hearn and the 
British Astronomical Association.
Go ahead, ask any questions you 
want, I'm still not going to get paid 
and if I don’t know the answer, I’ll 
either research it or make it up or 
both!

My contacts are

pablotwa@earthlink.net
pablotwa1@gmail.com
Facebook.com/pablotwa

mailto:pablotwa@earthlink.net
mailto:pablotwa1@gmail.com
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